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Letter from the Chair
Esteemed Delegates,
Welcome to SHUMUN! I am Kaitlyn Akroush, your chair for this committee. I am
currently a second year student at Seton Hall University, double majoring in
Diplomacy/International Relations and Philosophy. I am also a member of the Honors
Program, the Seton Hall United Nations Association, and Turning Point USA.
I have been a part of the Seton Hall United Nations Association since my freshman year
and have truly enjoyed every bit of it. I have traveled and attended multiple conferences,
participating in both General Assembly and Crisis Committees. This committee in
particular is interesting as it will deal with the chaotic circumstances during the
construction of the Transcontinental Railroad. A long road lies ahead, and there are many
issues within the scope of this committee that need to be solved. Theodore Judah,
American civil engineer and the central figure in the construction of the railroad has died,
and the nation is in the midst of civil war. It is up to America’s remaining engineers to
step up and unite the country, both figuratively and literally, all while maintaining positive
relationships with Native Americans during the expansion West. Though it may seem like
a daunting feat, your work can determine the fate of the railroad. The future of the
United States hangs in the balance. Will the East and West finally be joined together? The
answer is up to you.
The staff of the “Transcontinental Railroad Committee” have invested time to construct
the topics of discussion and we are eager to see how you plan to solve the many problems
presented. We wish you the best of luck with your research and preparation. If you have
any questions please do not hesitate to reach out.
Best,
Kaitlyn Akroush
kaitlyn.akroush@student.shu.edu
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Letters from the Co-Crisis Directors
Greetings delegates!
My name is MaryBeth Ammari and I will be one of your Crisis Directors for The
Transcontinental Railroad! I am currently a sophomore at Seton Hall studying
International Relations & Diplomacy and Arabic. I’m pursuing work in International Law
and National Security with hopes of attending law school next year! At Seton Hall, I am a
Peer Advisor, ARC Tutor, Honors student, and Treasurer of SHUNA; just to name a few.
I am obsessed with the MCU, boba (or bubble tea for the east coasters), tabbouleh, and my
planner adorned with washi tape, stickers, and colorful ink!
I spent all 4 years of High School competing in Model United Nations nationally and was
on the e-board for my school’s team for 3 of those years in addition to staffing many
committees. Basically, I have spent most of my teenage years obsessing over international
dilemmas and gathering facts on the most obscure historical events. In college, I joined
SHUNA and was introduced to (the collegiate version of) crisis committees. I am a full
believer that it’s not the number of years, but the effort one puts into preparing for a
committee that counts, so whether this is your 1st or 20th conference, be ready to put
your all into this debate! I also expect to see some of the keystones of MUN, such as
cooperation and creativity, in your crisis notes.
With such a complex topic as the Transcontinental Railroad, I hope you’ll look into the
history behind the engineers and politics that led to its creation. While much of the
country was consumed with the Civil War, both companies in charge of building the track
took financial liberties and often disregarded the law. Perhaps they were too concerned
with the fighting or were simply seeking their own personal gains, but complicit politicians
gave the Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroad Companies the ability to sidestep these
laws. Be careful though, every action has consequences. How you choose to manage local
threats and internal turmoil will determine how successful the Transcontinental Railroad
will be!
Regards,
MaryBeth Ammari
marybeth.ammari@student.shu.edu
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Welcome to SHUMUN XXII! My name is Jake Halderson, and this year I am happy to be
one of the two Crisis Directors for the Transcontinental Railroad Committee. I am a
Junior studying History and International Relations at Seton Hall University with minors
in French and Economics. This is my third year doing model UN and my second time
being a Crisis director and my first year as SHUNA’s acting training coordinator. Outside
of MUN you can find me watching movies, playing video games, playing dungeons and
dragons, and working on construction projects.
As your Crisis Director I am excited to see what every delegate tries to accomplish and
encourage creative and interesting crisis arcs. I hope delegates come with an
understanding of the topic as well as of their characters they have been assigned.
Although the topic of railway construction may not seem to be very intriguing the
problems that delegates will face will test their abilities to problem solve and adapt. I
really do hope that everyone has fun and enjoys being in character for committee.
I cannot wait to see everyone in my committee! Even though the conference does not start
until April, feel free to contact me anytime with any questions or concerns about the
committee. I hope everyone enjoys the committee and I am excited to be your Crisis
Director for SHUMUN XXII!
Your Co-Crisis Director,
Jake Halderson
jake.halderson@student.shu.edu
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Notes on Procedure
1. SHUMUN will be utilizing Google Docs, Gmail, and Zoom for the conference. For
any questions contact our email: shumun.sec@gmail.com.
2. SHUMUN uses Parliamentary Procedure (often abbreviated as Parli Pro) to run
committee. A Google search will give you more than enough information on how
this is used in Model UN, and any other questions can easily be addressed in
committee.
3. SHUMUN has a zero-tolerance policy regarding bullying, offensive remarks,
harassment, discrimination, or anything of the sort. Model UN should be a fun
activity for delegates to participate in and no one should feel excluded at any point
during the weekend. If at any point Senior Secretariat is notified of any violation of
this policy, the delegate and advisor will be contacted and the issue will be
discussed, potentially resulting in expulsion from the conference or disqualification
from awards. In general, if you think even for a second that something would offend
someone, do not do, or say that thing.
4. Profanity is prohibited.
5. Pre-writing is defined as any notes or directives written outside of committee time
and is strictly prohibited. Delegates are allowed to bring research into committee,
but not pre-written notes or papers. Engaging in pre-writing will result in
immediate disqualification from award consideration.
6. Technology is not allowed to be used within the committee room. Research must be
done prior to the beginning of committee sessions. Any usage of cell phones or
laptops in the committee is grounds for disqualification.
7. If you need to use the restroom during committee, you do not need to raise your
hand or ask permission.
8. Crisis notes will be conducted with our Crisis Directors and Staff over Gmail. Make
sure you submit your email addresses before committee through your advisors.
NB: While race relations played a role in the obstacles to building the railroad, racism
towards any group will not be tolerated in-room or in crisis. Some of the positions in this
committee held racist and sexist viewpoints, but delegates must not bring these opinions
or views into committee. There will be a zero tolerance policy towards this type of
behavior.
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Background
The year is 1863. While the East remains locked in civil war, you, delegate, are looking
West. The dream of connecting the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of North America has long
been a goal of American entrepreneurs, policymakers and visionaries, but up until now
such an endeavor has been limited to wagon trains and luck - hardly the infrastructure
necessary for a truly connected continent. As such, the dream of a transcontinental
railroad was born to finally connect sea to shining sea.1
The project would find an unlikely champion in Asa Whitney — a distant cousin of Eli
Whitney who upon a merchant trip to China saw a need for easier access to the Pacific,
something he believed would “bring all our immensely wide-spread population together as
one vast city; the moral and social effects of which must harmonize all together as one
family, with but one interest — the general good of all."2
He took this idealism to congress, where it was drowned out by the looming civil war and
ultimately rejected over North-South rivalries over which route it would take in 1851.
Nevertheless, his lobbying had made enough of an impression that when the South
seceded, a window of opportunity was created for what was left of Congress to push
through the Pacific Railway Act of 1862 without interstate bickering getting in the way.
Upon its passage, president Abraham Lincoln, ever the visionary, readily signed the act
soliciting “men of talent, men of character, men who are willing to invest...”3

The Central Pacific Railroad Company

1

“Transcript of Pacific Railway Act (1862),” Our Documents, July 1, 1862,
https://www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php?flash=false&doc=32&page=transcript.
2
“Asa Whitney (1791-1874) and Early Plans for a Transcontinental Railroad,” American Experience, PBS,
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/tcrr-asa-whitney-1791-1874-and-early-plans-tra
nscontinental-railroad/.
3
“Landmark Legislation: The Pacific Railway Act of 1862,” US Senate, Senate Historical Office,
https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/generic/PacificRailwayActof1862.htm.
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Theodore Dehone Judah was an American civil engineer who was a central figure in the
First Transcontinental Railroad. Judah attended the Rensselaer Institute for one term and
developed at a young age a passion for engineering and railroads. After his brief college
education, Judah then went on to work on a number of railroads in the Northeast. He was
elected member of the American Society of Civil Engineers in May 1853, at which time
there were fewer than 800 civil engineers in the United States.

In January 1857 in Washington DC, Judah published "A practical plan for building The
Pacific Railroad", in which he outlined the general plan and argued for the need to do a
detailed survey of a specific selected route for the railroad, unlike the previous plans,
which had only outlined several possible routes, but did not provide anything concrete.
Nominated in the 1859 California Pacific Railroad Convention in San Francisco, Judah
was sent to Washington DC to lobby for the Pacific Railroad. Congress was distracted by
the trouble caused by a nation on the verge of civil war, and therefore showed little
interest. He returned determined to find a specific practical route and some private
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financial backing to do a detailed engineering survey. That fall, with the help of Daniel W.
Strong, Judah found a practical trans-Sierra railroad route. In November 1860, Judah
published "Central Pacific Railroad to California", in which he declared "the discovery of a
practicable route from the city of Sacramento upon the divide between Bear River and the
North Fork of the American, via Illinoistown (near Colfax), Dutch Flat, and Summit
Valley (Donner Pass) to the Truckee River".
He advocated the chosen Dutch Flat-Donner Pass route as the most practical one. On
June 28, 1861, the Central Pacific Rail Way of California (CPRR) was incorporated with
Judah as the chief engineer. CPRR directors authorized Judah to secure governmental aid,
in the form of monetary and land grants, for construction of this road. The next day,
Judah published a strip map, also known as the Theodore Judah map, of the proposed
route. At Washington DC, Judah began an active campaign for a Pacific Railroad bill. On
July 1, 1862, President Lincoln signed the Pacific Railroad Act into law, which
authorized the issuance of land grants and U.S. bonds to CPRR and the newly chartered
Union Pacific Railroad for the construction of a transcontinental railroad. Judah sailed
back to California on July 21, 1862, having accomplished his mission in less than a year. 4
Judah died of yellow fever on November 2, 1863. He contracted the disease in Panama on
a voyage with his wife to New York City, apparently becoming infected during their land
passage across the Isthmus of Panama. He was traveling to New York to seek alternative
financing to buy out the major investors. He was buried in the Pierce family plot in the
Federal Street Cemetery. He died before his dream of a transcontinental railroad could be
completed.

The Big Four
Judah, as the head of the Central Pacific Railroad, needed to raise funds in order to
finance this project. He succeeded in signing up four Sacramento merchants, Leland
Stanford, Collis P. Huntington, Mark Hopkins, and Charles Crocker. Known as the “Big
Four”, these men’s contributions comprised most of the financial resources of the railroad.
4

“W.F. Bailey,” The Central Pacific, http://cprr.org/Museum/Bailey_CPRR_1908.html.
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Collis P. Huntington was a master salesman and
the main power behind the railroad. He served as
President of the CPRR, but preferred to stay
behind the scenes. He moved to New York to work
for his brother who owned a general store and
eventually became partners. After gold was
discovered the brothers decided to start a business
to supply miner's. Collis moved to San Francisco
and opened a shop where he befriended Mark
Hopkins and formed a partnership. Later, the two
would invest in other ventures such as the
Transcontinental Railroad and lead to the eventual
creation of the Big Four.5
Mark Hopkins and his family moved from
Henderson to Saint Clair, MI when he was a young boy and went on to study law.
Hopkins moved to California to start the New England Mining and Trading Company.
Later he met Huntington and they created Huntington Hopkins & Company, a hardware
and iron business. He served as Vice President of the Railroad.
Charles Crocker was a major contributor to the construction of the Transcontinental
Railroad. When he was fifteen his family moved to Indiana where they owned a farm. It
was here where Crocker had many jobs working at farms, sawmills, and an iron forge. In
1845 he began working for himself when he opened his own iron forge. From there he
saved his money and founded the Central Pacific and became the construction supervisor
and president of the Charles Crocker & Co.
Leland Stanford was a lawyer and one term governor of California who used his political
knowledge and business background to his advantage to help create the Transcontinental
Railroad. He attended Clinton Liberal Institute and later received his law degree and
5

“The Big Four,” The Transcontinental Railroad,
https://transcontinentalrailroadchinese.weebly.com/the-big-four.html.
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moved to California to work with his younger brothers who owned many stores. Stanford
used his success to join the other shopkeepers.

The Union Pacific Railroad Company
The original company, the Union Pacific Railroad was incorporated on July 1, 1862,
under an act of Congress entitled Pacific Railroad Act of 1862. The act was approved by
President Abraham Lincoln, and it provided for the construction of railroads from the
Missouri River to the Pacific as a war measure for the preservation of the Union. Under
the guidance of its dominant stockholder Dr. Thomas Clark Durant, the first rails were
laid in Omaha. Subsequently, the UP purchased three Mormon-built roads: the Utah
Central Railroad extending south from Ogden to Salt Lake City, the Utah Southern
Railroad extending south from Salt Lake City into the Utah Valley, and the Utah
Northern Railroad extending north from Ogden into Idaho.The Union Pacific continued to
expand. 6
The original company was purchased by a new company on January 24, 1880, with
dominant stockholder Jay Gould. Gould already owned the Kansas Pacific, and sought to
merge it with UP, following some dubious business practices concerning the finances and
investment of the original Union Pacific Company, especially in the year 1872. Thus was
the original "Union Pacific Railroad" transformed into "Union Pacific Railway”, which
would later declare bankruptcy during the Panic of 1893. Again, a new Union Pacific
"Railroad" was formed and Union Pacific "Railway" merged into the new corporation.7

Obstacles
In order to construct a functioning railroad there are manpower, material, and
bureaucratic responsibilities that must be fulfilled. As the railroad progresses into

6

“Thomas Clark Durant,” American Experience, PBS,
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/tcrr-durant/.
7

The Central Pacific, “W.F. Bailey”
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uncharted territory the leadership is going to need to use its influence and cunning to keep
this industry running as it faces its many problems8.
Labor
In order to handle the technical issues of digging through terrain, maintaining equipment,
and building bridges, the railroad requires skilled laborers. Most of the labor force that has
experience with these problems comes from veterans of the civil war who were trained to
maintain supply routes. Maintaining the safety and security of these laborers is extremely
important as it would be hard to replace their expertise. 9
Although the skilled labor force is an important part of the railroad, the industry also
requires large amounts of unskilled labor that can handle the necessary manual labor. In
the Eastern section of the railroad veterans of the Civil War and Irish immigrants make
up the majority of the unskilled labor force. Maintaining a working relationship with labor
groups and populated towns is necessary to keep a constant workforce present.
It is also on the railroad to feed, house, and entertain their labor force. Constant
shipments are sent via the rails to accommodate the work force's needs. Cattle needs to be
maintained, camps need to be established, and payroll needs to be protected as it is sent on
the rails.
Crime
As the railroad pushes into the unsettled territories of the midwest the lack of government
poses a constant threat to the safety of the railroad camps. On rare occasions, the United
States military will send small forces to the railroad during emergency circumstances but
the committee should not rely upon their assistance. One of the responsibilities of the
railroad authority is ensuring the security of their workers which will require some form
8

"Transcontinental Railroad," In Gale Encyclopedia of U.S. Economic History, 2nd ed., edited by Thomas
Riggs, 1338-1341. Vol. 3. Farmington Hills, MI: Gale, 2015. Gale In Context: U.S. History (accessed
February 18, 2021).
https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/CX3611000912/UHIC?u=setonhallu&sid=UHIC&xid=dbcbc6a8.
9
"Labor: The Gilded Age Through the 1920s," In Encyclopedia of American Social History, edited by Mary
Kupiec Cayton, Elliott J. Gorn, and Peter W. Williams. New York, NY: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1993. Gale
In Context: U.S. History.
https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/BT2313026999/UHIC?u=setonhallu&sid=UHIC&xid=0e967556.
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of armed security. The railroad will also be expected to keep law and order within their
camp as to prevent anarchy from taking over
It is the responsibility of the railroad to pay their workforce for their labor contributions.
Every two weeks a shipment is sent on a train with a small armed escort which is assigned
to protect the payroll. Despite the armed escort, there have been occasions where groups
of bandits have attacked the train on route to the end of the line and caused a delay to
payment. If this is to continue to happen there will most definitely be riots and strikes that
will completely halt the construction of the rails.
Funding
Although this industry is backed by the United States government and funded by
contributions from Credit Mobilier and private investors, this is still a competitive
industry. If Union Pacific or Central Pacific railroads fail to meet their deadlines and allow
constant disruptions to halt their progress the leadership will cause the government and
their investors to lose trust. Failure will result in individuals being fired or removal of
privileges. If the railroad companies fail enough they may even lose their government
contracts to build the railway.
The railroad leaders should work to improve their relationship with the government and
their private investors who have placed their trust and funding in the companies. Without
their assistance it would be almost impossible to progress the railroad in any meaningful
way.
Geography
The physical construction of the railroad requires a certain type of terrain and elevation. If
the terrain is too soft, (Ex: Sand, Swamp, Silt) the rails will not be stable enough to
support the weight of the train cars. If the land is too hard (Thick rock and Mountains) it
will take ridiculous amounts of effort and resources to progress and the company will fail
to meet their deadline. The railroad will need to hire navigators and specialists who can
chart the optimal path forward. Time is a valuable commodity so it would be a bad
decision for the railroad authority to place all of their hope on guessing the correct path.
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A large issue that will need to be overcome for the Central Pacific railroad will be
navigating through the Rockies. High elevation and thick mountain terrain makes the
journey arduous and slope. While the Union Pacific will be traversing miles a day along
the plains of the midwest, the Central Pacific will be traveling inches as they blast through
walls of stone.
Credit Mobilier
At the beginning of construction the founders of the Union Pacific railroad were presented
with an issue of devising a way to gain profit from constructing the railway to connect the
East and West. At the time, the vast expanse between California and Iowa was an
untamed area and until the railway was connected there was little commercial value of
transporting cargo or individuals on the Union Pacific. The solution came when Thomas
Durant and George Francis Train created the Credit Mobilier company10.
To an average observer the Credit Mobilier company is an impartial company that handles
accurately recording the costs and production of the Union Pacific railroad and relays
these findings to the government. This company does effectively accomplish its goals and
the information that is related to government is 100% accurate. The problem with this
company is the money sent by the government to cover expenses for the railroad is not the
same amount of money that is provided to the Union Pacific company. A large amount of
the money that is intended to cover business expenses is instead sent to the principal
stockholders and owners of the Credit Mobilier company. If this information was to be
leaked to the government it would be an extremely large scandal for the company.

Current Situation
The world is now tasked with finishing a monumental railroad amidst some of the most
troubling historical events. The Civil War has no clear end in sight and the government
seems distracted from the railroad they promised to support, but, alas, construction must
go on. Just a month ago, in November of 1863, the beloved Chief engineer of the Central
10

"Transcontinental Railroad," In Gale Encyclopedia of U.S. Economic History, 2nd ed., edited by Thomas
Riggs, 1338-1341, Vol. 3. Farmington Hills, MI: Gale, 2015. Gale In Context: U.S. History February 18,
2021, https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/CX3611000912/UHIC?u=setonhallu&sid=UHIC&xid=dbcbc6a8.
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Pacific Railroad Company, Theodore Judah passed away. While the company will go forth
and finish construction in his honor, he leaves behind a company riddled with instability.
Laborers and fellow engineers are being asked to place their trust in Samuel Montague.
His expertise and leadership, after apprenticing under Judah, are undeniable, but without
strong relations to his peers and employees the company must actively work to avoid any
internal turmoil.11
There will also be new opportunities to renegotiate terms with the “Big Four” investors.
Judah often clashed with the funders of his project over profit margins. While he sought
transparent financial dealings with the utmost care for creating a safe and effective
railroad, his investors weren’t always of the same mindset. If the Central Pacific manages
to establish new leadership, the financial association with the “Big Four” will prove
paramount to the railroad’s success. Perhaps personal relationships with these four men
will serve the interests of the railroad as a whole. As the government becomes less
engaged in the needs of construction, you cannot afford to lose your primary investors. On
the other hand, will the government representatives be your saving grace? Your current
investors have also ensured that you comply with the federal loan policies and if any one of
them decides to revoke their investments, the company must quickly sell their stock.12
The Union Pacific must first address the obvious reality: no track has been laid by the
company, placing them miles behind their counterparts. As the government grows weary
of your attempts to catch up, you must assert your ability to engineer and finance
construction.13 To add to this delay, your poor management of stock and company-backed
bonds becomes clear as you are on the verge of laying off your laborers. If you fail to
secure the necessary means of laying track, you will forfeit your government contract and
the chance to profit off of the railroad.14
11

John Debo Galloway, “The Builders of the Central Pacific Railroad,” The First Continental Railroad,
Central Pacific Railroad Photographic History Museum, June 14, 2011,
http://cprr.org/Museum/Galloway4.html.
12
John J. Stewart, “Utah’s Role in the Pacific Railroad,” The Iron Trail to the Golden Spike, Central Pacific
Railroad Photographic History Museum, July 4, 2008, http://cprr.org/Museum/Stewart-Iron_Trail.html.
13
“Union Pacific,” The Great Race to Promontory, 2019,
https://www.up.com/goldenspike/omaha-promontory.html.
14
“Union Pacific Lays First Rail,” The Great Race to Promontory,
https://www.up.com/timeline/index.cfm/first-rail.
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The Union Pacific is also battling their own power struggle as they seek to amend their
finances by looking for bidders for their construction contract. While outsourcing seems
superfluous for a railroad company with its own labor it cannot afford, there may be
financial upsides for some. Perhaps working closely with related companies or friends may
provide the incentives necessary. The Union Pacific does have close ties to the federal
government and relies less on their private investors, but their construction contracts.
Navigating politics and finances will raise the stakes and put added pressure on your
relations with the rich.15
While each company will undoubtedly face their internal problems alone, working together
has never been more crucial. As both companies must assert leadership and contend with
risky financial dealings, opportunities to join forces will present themselves throughout the
committee. Of course, many of the obstacles you will each face requires collaboration or
else the entire endeavour is in danger. Payroll, food, and shelter will be required for all
laborers regardless of their employing company. As laborers strike and tensions rise,
securing a stable workforce for the entirety of the rail line will require legislation or top
down decisions.
The terrain won’t be kind to you either. Each company may employ their resources to trek
through mountains and rivers, but the new explosive inventions in recent years will assist
you in this process. The new patents on these devices will open economics relations with
some of the top scientists in the world. Competition, rather than cooperation, may deny
both companies from utilizing such incredible inventions.
Now, you have joined together to face these challenges. With representatives of both
railroad companies, your government counterparts, financers, and innovators, you are no
longer just tasked with laying down railroads. You must decide the future of America and
whether you will finally connect the East to the West. Remember, you all represent the
key interests of different sectors. Use your resources wisely to finish such a historic track
and work together to solve some of the greatest challenges of the 1960s.
15

“The Credit Mobilier Scandal,” American Experience, PBS,
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/tcrr-credit-mobilier-scandal/.
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Positions
Samuel Montague CPRR Chief Engineer
As Chief Engineer for the Central Pacific Railroad Company from the time of Theodore
Judah’s death to his own, Montague is celebrated for his leadership. Montague was a
student of engineering and following a failed “gold rush” attempt, was enlisted to work on
the Central Pacific. As a close confidant of Leland Stanford, he serves not only as a strong
engineer, but is vital in securing the financial success of the railroad.16
Lewis M. Clement CPRR Chief Assistant Engineer
Clement was Montague’s Chief Assistant Engineer and previously worked under Judah.
He was known for his gravity defying engineering up the western part of the Sierra
Nevada and down to the Truckee River. His knowledge of geography and construction
made him an invaluable member to the Central Pacific’s engineering team.17
James Harvey Strobridge CPRR Superintendent of Construction
Strobridge is the Superintendent of Construction for the Central Pacific and is largely
credited for the work that has been done so far. While he is known for taking no orders
and arbitrarily making decisions, some of his employees consider him to be a competent
executive. While he is efficient, engineers of higher ranks clash with his stubbornness.18
Edwin Bryant Crocker CPRR Legal Counsel
The older brother of Charles Crocker, Edwin was a California State Supreme Court
Justice. When his brother proposed working for the Central Pacific, he left the bench and
worked as legal counsel to the company. He is largely responsible for the transparency of
the company up until this point.19
16

Galloway, “The Builders of the Central Pacific Railroad.”
Bruce Clement Cooper, “Lewis Metzler Clement: A Pioneer of the Central Pacific Railroad,” Central
Pacific Railroad Photographic History Museum, June 17, 2006,
http://cprr.org/Museum/Lewis_Metzler_Clement.html; “Who Was Who,”
https://railroad.lindahall.org/resources/who-was-who.html.
18
Galloway, “The Builders of the Central Pacific Railroad;” Ibid.
19
Ibid.
17
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Arthur Brown Sr. CPRR Superintendent of Bridges and Buildings
Arthur Brown, as Superintendent of Bridges and Buildings, served a key role in the
heights of the Sierra Nevada. The thick snow was an unexpected obstacle, however,
Brown was able to create snow sheds and bridges quickly to keep construction active.
Upon all future obstacles, Brown will be working at the front to address them.20
Leland Stanford CPRR President, Stanford University Founder
Born in New York, Leland Stanford’s career up until now has spanned Albany law
practice, a stint as justice of the peace in Sacramento, and mercantile activities21 - with a
background in politics, law, business and with deep pockets to boot, Stanford is a force to
be reckoned with in the project. As President he has formed close relations with the
engineers of the Central Pacific.
Collis Potter Huntington CPRR Vice President
A Connecticut-born merchant whose business acumen was rumored only to be matched by
his ruthlessness, Huntington abandoned the East in 1848 to set up shop in Sacramento
selling miner’s equipment with his business partner Mark Hopkins, the source of the
wealth22 they now turn towards the railroad.
Mark Hopkins CPRR Treasurer
The discerning New York-born Mark Hopkins was once said to “be able to squeeze 106
cents out of every dollar,” making him the natural choice for the position of Treasurer. A
determined abolitionist and Republican party operative to boot, Hopkins’ mix of thriftiness
and political connections23 enabled him to join the project with his longtime business
partner Huntington.

20

Ibid.
“Stanford, Lealand,” Appletons' Cyclopædia of American Biography, Gale Research Company, 1968
(republished)
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Appletons%27_Cyclop%C3%A6dia_of_American_Biography/Stanford,_Lel
and
22
“The Builders of the Central Pacific Railroad” Central Pacific Railroad Photographic History Museum,
Dorset Press, 1989 http://www.cprr.org/Museum/Galloway4.html. Ibid.
23
Ibid.
21
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Charles Crocker Construction Supervisor, President of Charles Crocker & Co
Perhaps the only member of the Big Four who ever truly worked for a living, Charles
Crocker moved to Indiana from New York when he was 14, ending his westward journey
in California after spending time working for a sawmill, farming, and founding his own
iron forge at the age of 2324. Now comfortably wealthy and older, his mix of capital and
practical experience makes him an invaluable asset to the railroad’s construction.
John Adams Dix President of the Union Pacific
John Adams Dix was a Union Major General for the Civil war and was eventually elected
the President of the Union Pacific railroad. Although Dix does have experience with
railroad construction and management from his time spent as the president of the
Mississippi and Missouri Railroad, he is better suited to leading soldiers. Most of the
logistics of the railroad are instead handled by Thomas Durant who is more experienced
with the Business side of the enterprise.
Peter A. Dey Chief Engineer for Union Pacific
Peter Dey is an experienced engineer who studied at Geneva college in Geneva New York.
He spent the majority of his time after graduation working for various states and
companies to build railroads, canals, and bridges and establish a reputation as a reliable
and skilled Civil Engineer. After working as the Division Engineer for the Mississippi and
Missouri Railway he was contracted to scout an optimal path for the newly proposed
Union Pacific Railroad.
Thomas Durant Vice President of Union Pacific and Creator of Credit Mobilier
Thomas Durant is a ruthless business magnate who has earned the reputation of being
cunning and relentless in his search for profit. Durant started his career in the railroad
with his friend Henry Farnam by establishing a contracting company for the Chicago Rock
line and the Mississippi and Missouri line. By convincing the United States government to
invest in him he has earned the contract to begin construction of the Union Pacifc railroad.
Thomas Durant has taken this opportunity to maximize profits in any way he can find.

24

“The Builders of the Central Pacific Railroad” Central Pacific Railroad Photographic History Museum,
Dorset Press, 1989 http://www.cprr.org/Museum/Galloway4.html. Ibid
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George Francis Train Creator of Credit Mobilier
George Francis Train is an entrepreneur who has found himself working with Thomas
Durant in railroad construction. Although he is working in multiple industries within the
United States and Australia, the profits that are coming from the Credit Mobilier company
seem extremely advantageous and George hopes to increase the influence of Credit
Mobilier while avoiding attention on the company.
Herbert Hoxie Financial Speculator and planner of the Union Pacific
Herbert Hoxie is a financial advisor for the Union Pacific railroad and his main task is to
report the findings of the railroad to the United States government to ensure that the
government is only sending the correct amount of money to the railroad for construction.
Unfortunately, Hoxie seems to be connected to the Union Pacific railroad and has been
accused of over exaggerating the costs of each mile and keeping the excess money that is
not used.
Oakes Ames Congressman and Investor in Union Pacific
Oakes Ames is a congressman who became a member of the Committee on Railroads
providing oversight for the Union Pacific Railroad. Both himself and his brother have
personal stake in the success of the Union Pacific and their investments have helped
progress the industry in its early days. Oakes Ames is skeptical about the leadership of the
railroad and due to his status as a respected official he would be an obvious replacement if
something were to happen to the leadership of the Union Pacific.
Jay Gould Major investor in Union Pacific
Jay Gould is an experienced businessman who has often placed economic profit over
workers' health. Gould has invested large amounts of money in the Railroad and wishes to
see himself profit from his investments. This immoral business tycoon will stop at nothing
to continually expand his economic prosperity.
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Oliver Ames United States Congressman and Business Tycoon
Oliver Ames is a railroad tycoon that has been credited with assisting in the construction
of the railroad. Oliver Ames is the brother of Oakes Ames and parodies his brother in his
successful career as both a businessman and a politician. Oliver is also a philanthropist
who has invested large sums of capital into public art and construction projects.
Cornelius Scranton Bushnell Organizer and planner for the Union Pacific
Cornelius Scranton Bushnell is a businessman who has made considerable profit from his
work in the boat shipping industry and by guiding the New Haven and New London
railroad which he was elected president of. During the civil war he helped with the
construction of a steam powered boat for combat use. After the war he would become an
organizer for the Union Pacific helping with some logistic issues such as supplying the
railroad with basic requirements such as material and food.
Jacob Howard Chairman of the Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad
Jacob Merritt Howard is a politician. He served as a U.S. Senator from the state of
Michigan, and his political career spanned the American Civil War. In November 1861,
Abraham Lincoln nominated him to serve as Minister to Honduras, but he declined so he
could continue to serve in the Senate. He was re-elected in 1865 and served from January
1862 to March 1871. He was chairman of the Committee on Pacific Railroads in the 38th
through 41st Congresses. In addition, he was an active member of the Judiciary, Military
Affairs and Private Land Claims Committees.25
Jacob Collamer Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad
In 1855 Collamer was elected to the Senate as a conservative, anti-slavery Republican
from Vermont. In his first term, Collamer was Chairman of the Committee on Engrossed
Bills (Thirty-fourth Congress). Collamer's years on the bench helped develop his
reputation as the best lawyer in the Senate. His colleagues were known to pay close
attention to his remarks on the Senate floor even though he spoke infrequently and even
then too quietly to reach the entire chamber or the galleries.26
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Reverdy Johnson Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad
In 1863, he again represented Maryland in the United States Senate, serving through
1868. In 1865, he defended Mary Surratt before a military tribunal, who was convicted
and executed for plotting and aiding Lincoln's assassination.27
James Harlan Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad
In 1855, Harlan was elected by the Iowa legislature to the United States Senate as a Free
Soil Party candidate. In 1857, the U.S. Senate declared the seat vacant because of
irregularities in that legislative election. He was re-elected by the legislature and seated as
a Republican, serving until 1865. In 1861, Harlan was a Delegate to the Peace
Conference that tried to arrange a compromise to prevent the American Civil War.28
Lyman Trumbull Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad
Although elected to the United States House of Representatives in 1854, he was elected
by the Illinois state legislature to serve in the United States Senate before he could take
his seat. He served for nearly two decades, from 1855 through 1873. During this time, he
claimed party affiliations with the Democrats, the Republicans, the Liberal Republicans,
and finally the Democrats again.29
John Sherman Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad
John Sherman was a politician from the U.S. state of Ohio during the American Civil War
and into the late nineteenth century. A member of the Republican Party, he served in both
houses of the U.S. Congress. When Congress returned to Washington in December 1861,
Sherman and the Finance Committee continued their attempts to fix the deepening
financial crisis caused by the war.30
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Edwin D. Morgan Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad
Edwin Denison Morgan represented New York in the United States Senate from 1863 to
1869. He was the first and longest-serving chairman of the Republican National
Committee. He was also a Union Army general during the American Civil War.31
John Conness Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad
John Conness was a first-generation Irish-American businessman who served as a U.S.
Senator from California during the American Civil War and the early years of
Reconstruction. He introduced a bill to establish Yosemite National Park and voted to
abolish slavery. His advocacy of Chinese immigration and civil rights cost him his
constituency.32
Benjamin G. Brown Senate Committee on the Pacific Railroad
Benjamin Gratz Brown was an American politician. He was a U.S. Senator, the 20th
Governor of Missouri, and the Liberal Republican. During the Civil War, Brown worked to
keep Missouri in the Union. In 1863, he was elected to the Senate as a member of the
Unconditional Union Party.33
William H. Seward U.S. Secretary of State
William Henry Seward was United States Secretary of State from 1861 to 1869, and
earlier served as governor of New York and as a United States Senator. A determined
opponent of the spread of slavery in the years leading up to the American Civil War, he
was a prominent figure in the Republican Party in its formative years, and was praised for
his work on behalf of the Union as Secretary of State during the Civil War. He was the
main catalyst behind the purchase of what is now the state of Alaska during his time as
Secretary of State.34
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Brigham Young President of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
The founder of Salt Lake City and either a holy man or a charlatan depending on who you
ask, Brigham Young’s undeniable tenacity in bringing the LDS community to a stable
position in American society35 has given him both the resources and motivation to be a
power player in Western development.
John H. Baird California Powder Works Founder
One of the precursors to the DuPont chemical empire, California Powder Works was the
first major producer of explosives west of the Rockies36 - with all the East’s explosives
going toward the war effort, its founder is in a unique position to corner the market on this
necessary (de)construction supply.
Julius Bandmann Giant Powder Works Company Founder
As the founder of Giant Powder works in 1867, if he comes into play it will be late - but
certainly not without explosive style, disrupting the market by acquiring the exclusive
rights to distribute and produce Alfred Nobel’s dynamite37, which will prove invaluable in
clearing the way for the railroad.
Alfred Nobel Swedish chemist, patented nitroglycerin
Considering his life’s work was finding new ways to blow things up, Alfred Nobel’s legacy
is surprisingly philanthropic38 - peace prizes aren’t issued in his name for nothing. The
railroad project is a perfect opportunity to put his inventions to productive, rather than
destructive, use.
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